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Invasive species in Australia
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Biological control
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Inheritance of genetic control without gene drive
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Gene drives increase in frequency by biasing inheritance
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Sex distortion drive:  X-chromosome shredder
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Containing gene drives with technology
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Advantages of gene drives

• Can overcome the cost and logistical issues that limit the 

use of current options, including genetic controls

• May represent a permanent solution for some target IAS

• If properly designed, there should be no direct effects on 

non-target species

• Can be designed to be much more humane than existing 

management options



Limitations of gene drives

• Speed of control dependent on generation time.

• Released individuals must be reproductively 

competitive.



Status of gene drive research

▪ Functional gene drives have only ever been tested in 

insects in laboratories or specialized containment facilities, 

first in Drosophila then later against mosquitoes.  

• None have yet been approved for release into the 

environment.

▪ In vertebrates, no functional gene drives have as of yet 

been developed.  

• All current gene drive research in vertebrates is being 

conducted in model laboratory animals, either in mice 

or in zebrafish.



Takeaways

• Gene drives should be considered as part of a portfolio of 

management approaches for IAS, together with existing 

chemical, biological and genetic control options

• Gene drives provide an option to spread genetic control 

technologies that would otherwise be infeasible because of 

scale

• Gene drives may increase the risk of unintended 

consequences, which can be mitigated using technologies 

that make them self-limiting in space and/or time
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